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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last few years, we have witnessed a tremendous increase in the demand for new wireless 
applications and services. The demand for high data rates and ubiquitous coverage suggests that emerging 
wireless systems should operate within flexib1e standardization regulations, and the cognitive radio 
paradigm is within this scope. Cognitive radio systems are motivated by the need for flexible spectrum 
assignment policies. Their operation targets efficient utilization of licensed and unlicensed spectrum by 
joint and adaptive coordination of their decisions and transmission strategies. One example are TV white 
spaces (TVWS) which conesponds to frequency bands in the VHF/UHF bands released by the transition 
from analog to digital TV. Special network architectures, like femtocells would also be possible candidates 
for cognitive operation. 

Our approach here, involves the consideration of underlay cognitive networks, where primary and 
cognitive users coexist but cooperate only with terminals of their class. lnfonnation-theoretic analysis of 
such nctworks involvcs, in principle, the consideration of general multitcrminal networks for which the 
capacity rcgion is not known in gcneral. In fhis papcr we employ thc rccently proposed dcterministic 
framework [1] to model and analyze cognitive networks. Despite its simplicity, this model captures fun
damental aspects or networks and allows explicit calculation or the capacity or multicast relay networks. 
The perrormalnce results we obtain and the conclusions that we draw in the detenninistic field can 
provide useful insights that can he applied on the analysis of Gaussian networks. 

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Cognitive operation can be identified in various scenarios. In this paper we shall investigate perronnance 
trade-ofls in the downlink of a licensed system, which could be a DVB system realized as shown in 
Fig. I. Primary transmission is assisted by relays, randomly and uniformly distributed over the cell. Each 
primary user (PU) is allowed to select and occupy limited networks resources (relays) for its transmission. 
A secondary network, with own architecture, is operating within a small designated area, located inside 
the primary cell. Moreover, the layout consists of a square cell where the primary BS is located on fhe 
plane root. We assume a pathloss model with attenuation exponent a = 2, i.e .. the received power decays 
wifh the square of fhe distance, as P 'x J,. 

Our purpose is to evaluate fhe effect of specific parameters in fhe network. For example, the total 
number of available relays in the cell, will affect individual rates because each PU will have the chance 
to forward its message through relays subject to different levels of interference. Moreover, the degree 
to which fhe primary system is cognitive-aware might also influence perfonnance, since PUs that are 
unaware/aware of fhe sccondary users (SUs) can employ different criteria, SNR- or SINR-based, in 
their relay selection process. One viewpoint that has also received attention, concerns 'protection' of 
the primary system. In this case, fhe SUs should maintain a minimum distance (guard zone) from each 
primary receiver to avoid injecting and receiving, respectively, severe intcli'crcncc. 
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Algorithm I Relay Selection 
if Scheme - 'DualHop' then 

for ·i = "I to AI a:rNnrnRe.lay8 do 
j:= argmaxmin{MsR .. Mn.D} 

. jESH - -) ) 

S,,:~ S,,\{.j} 
end for 

else if Scheme = 'Multihop' then 
hC~O;Lh,' ~ {S}:Rh,' :~ {SnUlJ} 
repeat 

Lhc+1 :~ (:j E Rhc : Vi E Lhc, M ij ;:> E max Mid 
A:iC'Rh c 

Fig. I. Downlink operation of primary and secondary 
ad-hoc systems. Solid lines correspond to own system 
transmission, dotted lines to the interference. 

he:~ hc+ I;Lh':~ L",\{D};R"c:~ R'hc-l\L~hc 
until Rhc ~ {OJ or Lhc ~ {0} 

end if 

III, THE DETERMINISTIC MODEL 

The scenario under consideration falls into the class of general multiterminal networks (GMN). Es
tablishing the capacity region of such networks, is a longstanding open problem in information theory. 
The design of transmission strategies that achieve capacity region in GMN is a challenging problem, and 
even in commonly studied Gaussian networks optimal solutions do not exist, in general. However this 
issue has been resolved for deterministic models, which we will briefly introduce next. 

A. Model Description 

In the deterministic framework, we essentially discard the stochastic nature of the network and assume 
deterministic channel transition functions, i.e., p (,1,) E {O, I}. In order to familiarize the reader and make 
the analysis comprehensive, we shall illustrate the fundamental principles of the deterministic framework. 

Consider a Gaussian network with AI tenninals. Let ": i and Yj denote the transmitted and received 
signals at nodcs i and j, rcspectively. Let hij be thc channel gain from node i to node j and Zj ~ )\1'(0 , 1) 
be the noise at receiver j. Then, the received signal at the j-th receiver can be expressed as 

M 

lh = L hip'i + Zj, j = L ... , "~I. 
i=l,ii=i 

( I ) 

Notc herc, that thc transmit signal obeys an input powcr constraint E[I,riI 2 ] = L Undcr thcse premiscs, 
the signal-to-noise ratio can be expressed as SNRi) = Ihi j 12 Ii i, j E V, i fc j. According to [2J, we can 
associate each channel gain (equivalently SNR) with an integer nij = r ~ log2 (SNR ij ) 1 +, which represents 
the bits that go through thc channel intact. Hcre, thc factor ~ holds for real random variables, hence for 
their complex equivalents we should instead usc 1. Then, according to [2] we can approximate (I), in 
the high SNR region, as 

AI L sq-n ,: j xi~ j = 1, ... ,N. (2) 
i=l,i#j 

where Xi E IB1 is a vector containing the binary expansion of thc input signal ,Di , '1 = IIl>L,,{n.ij} and 
S is a shift matrix that shifts Xi by ('1 - nij) bits. Note that additions in (2) are modulo-2, hence there 
is no carry-over produced from the summation and the model is termed linear finite field. An elahorate 
discussion of these concepts can be found in [I], [2]. 

Now consider an arbitrary relay network V with a source S and a set of destinations D. Application 
of this approach leads to noise elimination and approximation of the initial network with a deterministic 
one. For such types of network models it has been shown that we can achieve the corresponding cut-set 
bound using random coding arguments. The main results concerning the linear finite field deterministic 
model (LFFDM) are summarized in the following two theorems [I]. 



Theorem 1: The capacity of the relay network in the LFFDM is CS~¥ = minilEAn rank Gil,il', 
Theorem 2,' The capacity of the relay network in the LFFDM with one message and multiple destina

tions D E D is Cd~~ILl = minDED rninnEAD rank Gn,n" where AD = {n : 8 E n, DE nC} and Gn,n,' 
denotes the transfer matrix from set n to set nc , To he more precise Gn,n, is the super matrix whose 
input/output vector is formed by the juxtaposition of the binary input/output vectors (Xi, Yj) of wne and 
each input-output pair U,.i) is associated with its shift matrix sq-n" in Gn,n" 

These two theorems sLaLe that in deLenninistic relay networks, with one transmitted message. we can 
achieve the cut-set bound, 

B. Gaussian vs. Detenninistic Model 

Prior to proceeding to the next sections, we shall swiftly describe some advantages of the deterministic 
framework compared to its Gaussian equivalent, It will become obvious, later, that relay selection is 
less involved in the LFFDM, Selection methods in Gaussian settings essentially require optimizing the 
power allocation across all users, rendering the problem computationally intractable, Moreover in dual
hop Gaussian relay networks there is no universal strategy for optimal results; one usually considers a 
combination of decode-and-forward and compress-and-forward strategies, depending on relay location, 

Even though in a network V we have 21V1 cut-sets, the authors in l3J devised an algorithm to calculate 
the LFFDM capacity in polynomial time, Further research in this field shows that analysis in the LFFDM 
can lead to significant insights, which can be translated into efficient strategies in the Gaussian model, 
see l4J, lSj, In l6J it was shown that, despite the lack of direct connection between the two models, the 
LFFDM is still a good approximation of the Gaussian model, 

IV RELAY SELECTION 

In this section we shall briefly describe the relay selection strategies for dual and multi hop transmission, 
The deterministic framework allows for simple selection strategies, Our proposed algorithm for multihop 
scenarios implements a simple but erticient and parameterized solution, avoiding hrute-force search, The 
multihop algorithm is not hop-constrained but on the contrary is trying to utilize all available resources, 

In the description of algorithm I on page 2, 8 denotes the source, S R the set of relays and f) the 
destination, For the dual-hop case M axNmnRclays is the maximum number of relays that the source 
may occupy, In the muitihop scenario he is the hop counter, £hc is the set of nodes in the he-th layer 
and Rhc is the set of remaining relays after the hc-th assignment. M is the metric that measures the 
quality of each link in terms of SNR or SINR, depending on the level of system interference awareness, 
and is employed as a selection criterion, Finally C E (n,11 is a system defined parameter, so that in each 
hop a node gets assigned not only the relay that maximizes the metric Al but also those whose metric is 
c-close to the relay maximizing the metric, A value of c close to one makes the system 'more multihop' 
whereas a value close to zero makes the system essentially dual-hop. 

V, SCENARIOAND NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we present the scenario under investigation, along with numerical results, We assume a 
wireless cognitive mesh network where the source and the sink are located in opposite locations inside 
the cognitive area, An arhitrary number of intermediate secondary nodes, whose selection is hased on 
the multihop selection algorithm presented above with E = 0.8, act as relays assisting transmission, 
The primary system is a relay network with at most one relay at its disposal, This choice serves 
the visualization oj' the results in terms of primary system SINR, since in more sophisticated network 
architectures it is dirficullto define a global SINR measure, against which to express capacity, Fig, 2 and 
Fig, 3 illustrate the effect of these parameters on system performance, 

In Fig, 2 we see the effect of relays and system awareness, PU awareness can provide substantial gains 
in low SINR, where a priori knowledge oj' interference is crucial and leads to smarter choice of relays, 
This gain diminishes in the high SINR region, since the interference generated J'rom the cognitive system 
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Fig. 2. Perfonnance trade-ofls in cognitive networks. UPU 
and APU denote ullmvare PU and aware PU, respectively. 
Relay density is p. and SU denotes cognitive user. 
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Fig. 3. Perfonnance trade-oils in cognitive networks. A 
is PU den<;ity and the di<;tance 001,10001 correspond') to 
guard L;one. 

has small impact. Increasing the number of relays yields negligible gain when PUs are oblivious to the 
existence of the SUs. On the other hand, when the primary system is interference-aware, it can actually 
benefit from a larger number of available relays, for similar reasons as before. If we assume best case 
scenario, the aggregate gain, compared to the direct S-O link rate, is significant. Based on these results 
we conclude that the system mainly benefits if we can make its terminals smarter, implying that relay 
selection has a vital role in performance. 

The effect of thc remaining parameters is illustratcd in Fig. 3. Intuitively, as the PU density increases 
the probability that a primary user will be located on the boundary of the guard zone, increases as well. 
Therefore system performance will be limited by the worst case user but, from a practical point of view, 
wc arc ablc to scrvc more users. Reversely, larger protection zonc Icaves less room for placing PUs, 
under the premisc that wc should always put a cognitivc unit somewherc in thc eell. Though, it is easily 
seen that capacity gain is significant, if an area of radius 100m around each PU is kept interference free. 

Note here, that although most curves depict SU performance, we interpret the results from a PU 
perspective. Essentially the conclusions on PU perfOlmance stem from the dual interpretation of the SU 
ratcs. If we fix a value Rsu for the SU rate, then for each SU case we can pinpoint on the PU curve, 
the respective rates that the primary system achieves at the same SINR value. 

To sum up, in this paper we studied performance trade-olls in cognitive networks, Various aspects 
of these systems were investigated and the effect of different parameters was evaluated. The analysis, 
performed here, can be extended to include more network parameters and architectures and capture more 
practical cases. Our results are a positive indication that cognitive networks are feasible and could be 
part of future generation wireless networks, 
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